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半个世纪以来，
高能物理经历了从无间断的重大发现和发展，

60’s 70’s

80’s

90’s 2012

从 quarks 到 Higgs boson,
从理论到实验:  

1930/1956 1962

高能物理是一个充满活力，激动人心的领域

目前科学上最为成功的理论：
“标准模型”
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Completion of the SM: 新的里程碑
     

First time ever, we have a self-consistent theory:
• quantum-mechanical, 
• relativistic, 
• unitary,
• renormalizable, 
• vacuum (quasi) stable, valid up to an 

exponentially high scale, possible MPl (!?)

!? Dark Matter? 
Cosmic inflation?

B-asymmetry? 
CP violation? 

M! ? Scale hierarchy …
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高能物理晴朗的天空上飘着几朵乌云
Questions that need an answer:
• Origin of neutrino masses & mixing
• Nature of dark matter
• Matter-antimatter asymmetry
• … 

Puzzles that may/may not have an answer:
• Large hierarchy, “naturalness”: mH / MPL ~ 1016!
• Fermion mass hierarchy & mixing: 
                     mt : me : m! = 1 : 0.3x10-5 : 10-11 !
• Grand Unification of all forces: 
        GF & ! à SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y. What about SU(3)c ?
• Quantum gravity & black holes ?
• Cosmic inflation & dark energy ?
• …



While there are many fundamental questions, 
no clear argument for the next physics scale for discovery!

“Prediction is hard, especially about the future.”
“When you come to a fork in the road, take it!”  
                                                       – Yogi Berra

HEP at a Cross-Road: 遇到三岔路口
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We must explore all directions!
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In the Global Context: 国际状况

• United States  
• NAS Decadal survey on Astronomy & Astrophysics (2021)
• NAS Decadal survey on Elementary Particle Physics (2023)
• Snowmass 2021 for a decadal study: two year work
• P5 (Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel) final report

• Europe 
European Strategy Process:

2020 Update of European Strategy for Particle Physics
     HL-LHC; Fcc-ee, Fcc-hh; R&D in accl., detec, theo.
     (Feb. 2, 2024: CERN Council midterm review on Fcc project)

• Asia 
• Japan: 2017 JAHEP/KEK Roadmap: 
     SuperKEKB; J-PARC; Hyper-K; ILC …
• China: BEPC-II; JUNO; PandaX; LHAASO; AliCPT, CEPC/SppC …



U.S. Community Summer Study: Snowmass 2021
July 17 – 26, 2022 @ UW – Seattle

http://seattlesnowmass2021.net



https://www.slac.stanford.edu/econf/C210711/

Snowmass 2021 Succinct Summary:
Lead the exploration of the fundamental nature of 
matter, energy, space and time, by using
ground-breaking theoretical, observational, and 
experimental methods; developing state-of-the-art
technology for fundamental science and for the 
benefit of society; training and employing a diverse
and world-class workforce of physicists, engineers, 
technicians, and computer scientists from
universities and laboratories across the nation; 
collaborating closely with our global partners and
with colleagues in adjacent areas of science; and 
probing the boundaries of the Standard Model
of particle physics to illuminate the exciting terrain 
beyond, and to address the deepest mysteries
in the Universe.
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Medium- and Small-Scale Future Experiments and Projects:
(see the full frontier reports)

Medium- and small-size experiments and projects are an important component of the 
current and proposed program. 

Because of their shorter timescale and smaller size, these experiments offer unique 
leadership and training opportunities for younger physicists and allow for greater 

diversity in the experimental particle physics ecosystem.
Such as SBND, CE"NS; g-2, Mu2e, 0"##, AMF, Belle II; DM … 
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Opportunities in HEP for the decade & beyond

Mostly science considerations.
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https://www.usparticlephysics.org/2023-p5-report/
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6 Recommendations:
including 30 action items of ranked priorities,

ranging from particle physics, 
astro-particle physics, 
particle-cosmology; 

balanced projects of O($M - $B) + R&D + theory

20 Area Recommendations:
including suggestions/advice to 

agencies, national labs, university programs …  

Final report: (Dec. 7, 2023)
https://www.usparticlephysics.org/2023-p5-report/
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Including:
a. HL-LHC  (energy frontier)
b. 1st Phase DUNE & PIP-II (LBN neutrino)
c. The Vera Rubin Observatory (dark energy survey)

Plus smaller scale projects:
a. NOvA, SBN, T2K, IceCube (neutrino physics)
b. DarkSide, LZ, SuperCDMS, XENONnT (DM direct searches)
c. DESI    (DM, inflation)
d. Belle-2, LHCb, Mu2e  (flavor physics at higher scales)
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a. LHC / HL-LHC:
Lead the energy frontier for the next 15 years! 

(Caterina Vernieri)

New physics reach:
M, ! ~ O(a few TeV)

just above the EW scale!

(300 fb-1)

(3 ab-1)
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b. Next generation of Neutrino Experiments/SN detection

(Lianjian Wen)
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c. Vera Rubin Observatory
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a. CMB S4
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c. Off-shore Higgs Factories
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Precision 
flavor physics: 
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Toward 10 TeV partonic C.M. Energy (pCM)
fully explore the Higgs sector/mechanism & beyond

These possibilities are associated with totally di↵erent underlying dynam-
ics for electroweak symmetry breaking than the SM, requiring new physics
beyond the Higgs around the weak scale. They also have radically di↵er-
ent theoretical implications for naturalness, the hierarchy problem and the
structure of quantum field theory.

The leading di↵erence between these possibilities shows up in the cubic
Higgs self-coupling. In the SM, minimizing the potential gives v2 = 2|m|

2/�.
Expanding around this minimum h = (v + H)/

p
2 gives V (H) = 1

2m
2
H

H2 +
1
6µH3 + · · · , with m2

H
= �v2 and µSM = 3(m2

H
/v). Consider the example

with the quartic balancing against a sextic and, for the sake of simplicity to
illustrate the point, let’s take the limit where the m2 term in the potential
can be neglected. The potential is now minimized for v2 = 2|�|⇤2, and we
find m2

H
= �v2, µ = 7m2

H
/v = (7/3)µSM , giving an O(1) deviation in the

cubic Higgs coupling relative to the SM. In the case with the non-analytic
(h†h)2 log(h†h) potential, the cubic self-coupling is µ = (5/3)µSM .

Even larger departures from the standard picture are possible — we don’t
even know whether the dynamics of symmetry breaking is well-approximated
by a single light, weakly coupled scalar, as there may be a number of light
scalars, and not all of them need be weakly coupled!

Nature of EW phase transition

- Consider a model Higgs + singlet
Simplest, but also hardest to discover.
Good testing case.

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

See also Jing Shu and Tao Liu’s talk

Tuesday, January 20, 15

Figure 8: Question of the nature of the electroweak phase transition.

Understanding this physics is also directly relevant to one of the most fun-
damental questions we can ask about any symmetry breaking phenomenon,
which is what is the order of the associated phase transition. Is the elec-
troweak transition a cross-over, or might it have been strongly first-order
instead? And how do we attack this question experimentally? This question
is another obvious next step following the Higgs discovery: having understood
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All we know:

Precision Higgs physics:
O(1) modification from λhhh

SM à 
• Strong 1st order EWPT! 
• Possible EW baryogenesis 
• Gravitational wave signals?

Open a new energy threshold:
• Direct new heavy state production:
     Higgs H0A0 , H+H-; SUSY particles; quarks / leptons
     reaching M > Ecm/2. 
• Indirect probe of contact interaction / composite scale 

~ 100 TeV
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FCC-hh @ CERN
(see Michelangelo Mangano’s talk)

proton+proton @ 100 TeV

SppC in China
(see Jie Gao’s talk)
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The recent excitement: the “Muon Shot” 

µ Collider
Proton Driver Acceleration Collider Ring

Accelerators:    
Linacs, RLA or FFAG, RCS
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AccelerationLow EMmittance Muon 
Accelerator (LEMMA): 
1011 µ pairs/sec from 

e+e− interactions.  The small 
production emittance allows lower 
overall charge in the collider rings 
– hence, lower backgrounds in a 

collider detector and a higher 
potential CoM energy due to 

neutrino radiation.

J. P. Delahaye et al., arXiv:1901.06150

Muon Accelerator Program
map.fnal.gov

Low EMittance Muon Accelerator
web.infn.it/LEMMA

New results on µ cooling by MICE collaboration
Nature 508(2020)53

6 / 38

Muon Accelerator Project (MAP)
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.08562, J.P. Delahauge et al.,  arXiv:1901.06150/

P5: the path to 10 TeV pCM (partonic c.m. energy):

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.08562


à Higgs mass fine-tune: δmH/mH ~ 1% (1 TeV/Λ)2

Thus, mstop > 8 TeV à 10-4 fine-tune!
27

gauginos

Pushing the “Naturalness” limit:
The searches for top quark partners 

& gluinos, gauginos … 

E=30, 10 TeV

Higgs coupling reach for λhhh
SM à 

Reach at 10 TeV pCM energies
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20 in total, including suggestions/advice to 
agencies, national labs, university programs …  
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Conclusion:
Pathways to Innovation & Discovery in Particle Physics 

in the next Decade & Beyond

Exciting roadmap ahead!



A Grand Picture: 纵观全局 

☛

Particle mass generation ✓
Underlying mechanism?

Electroweak phase transition?
Cosmic inflation?

Today’s puzzles:
DE, DM, !’s, baryogenesis…

Next scale at 
the energy frontier?

☛

The future of HEP is bright!
Exciting journey ahead!
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